
Simple Heartfelt Wool Garland

This is an adorable wool felt heart garland that anyone can make in simply no 
time at all! This is inspired by pin on Pinterest from a Japanese website, but as 

usual we put our own twist om it. 

You will need :
 *some wool felt(we used red but pink or any other color you love will work) The 
amount you need will vary depending on the size of garland you would like. We 

used about half yard for ours. 
* Thread to match 

* A Needle
* wool roving to make the felt balls (pink or any favorite color)

* your sewing machine
* rotary cutter & ruler

* hot water & dawn dish washing soap
* small Styrofoam craft balls 

Begin by cutting strips of wool felt , you may cut these any size you would like, 
the size will determine your heart size. So play around and have some fun! The 

garland is very fun with different sized hearts throughout. 
We cut our strips 3” X 6”, for the heart size shown, you will always need the strips 
in pairs. It will take 2 for each set of hearts. Once you have two strips, lay them 
right sides together  and pin them together down the 6“ side. Now stitch them 

together with a small ¼” seam. 



Now using your ruler and rotary cutter cut 1” wide strips from the stitched piece.



 
You will now have strips that look like the picture above. Flip them open and 

reverse the fold to create your heart shape. Now stitch the other end with a small 
1/4” , feed the strips in one by one, right after each other. 



Now cut your hearts apart from each other. Make as many hearts in this manner 
as you determine you would like for your garland. 

Now you will need to make the felt covered balls. These are such “good clean 
fun”. You will need to fill a bowl of warm water and get the dawn dish soap. 

Separate you wool roving into little sections as shown below. 

Wrap these little section around your craft Styrofoam balls in both directions. 
Make sure the ball is covered really well. Now take a tiny dab of the Dawn soap in 

your hand and dunk the ball in the hot water, make sure it gets fully soaked. 
Now comes the fun part! Rub your hands in a circular motion with the ball cupped 

between them. You will get nice and soapy! Keep this up until the felt seems 
complete wrapped and attached to your ball. You will need to make as many balls 

in this same fashion as you would like for your garland.





Now take a long strand of thread , doubled and thread your needle. It does not 
need to be as long as your garland, because you can add more thread if you run 
out along the way. Make a quilters not and start on the inside edge of a heart,pull 

the need and thread through from the inside out to strand. Than strand a ball 
through the center, than pick up another heart by going from the outside to inside 

and than do another quilters knot. We did not like the look of the thread 
continuing across the inside of the hearts, so on each hear you will do as knot on 
the inside of the right side and start with another new knot on the inside of the 

left side. You will be making a few more knots, but we think it is well worth it with 
the end result. If you do not want to do this, you can continue threading directly 
through every piece. Continue making your garland as long as you would like. We 

used a red frilly red ribbon to embellish the start and end of our garland. The 
ribbon is optional, but adds a nice touch! This garland looks beautiful over a 
fireplace, down your stair railing, in a child's room and a million other places!

Have fun! 
This is a free tutorial courtesy of Piper's Quilts & Comforts

www.pipersgirls.com & www.pipersquilts.com   




